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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
Rare Byrd Review is ecstatic to bring you our Spring 2018 Issue! As you
know, there have been a few changes to our staff and magazine. John
McCracken has stepped down from his position of Co-Founder and is no
longer a part of the staff. As sad as goodbyes are, everyone at Rare Byrd Review wishes him well. But when one door closes, another one opens. Kenny
Miller and Laura Schmitt jumped aboard in May and have been working diligently on Issue II ever since. Both Kenny and Laura have backgrounds in
Fiction and have proven their passion through their endless work. Kenny
has also taken on the role of Social Media Manager with the goal of reaching out to readers every week.
The three of us have been working non-stop to bring you insightful and inspiring work. The work found in this issue has an impressive array of style,
voice and strength that we believe the world needed to hear. For all the
authors and artists who submitted their work, thank you. We are honored to
be trusted with your work.
Lastly, thank you to our dedicated readers. It’s your desire for great literature that pushes us to be the best. Thank you for being a part of our community.
Write On,
RBR Editors
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Unusual Locations for the Youth
Malvika Manoj
The sewer gurgles, a tunnel
Barely lit, except by electricity
Thrumming against two ribs.
Night, a sleepless mother
Knits four polar stars in a tapestry of
Cars rumbling above.
Unfiltered claps
Of thunder.
Darkness can knot into oily creations
Found at the split ends of her mind.
But maybe it was the way
Their spindle fingers
Looped around anecdotes,
Preserved like 50c candy wrappers,
And secrets,
Retrieved from collapsed caves,
That made it tolerable.
The sewer bloats,
A rush of crackling garbage bags.
But their elf ears attune
To the sound,
Likening putrid water to
A stream where they can place
A boat
Tucking in their small selves.
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pendulum petals
Maggie Eames
a piece of the
earth, a goddamned
work of art
defiantly,
you sway
back
and
forth
forth
and
back
petals
of
lust
encased
in glass,
a mirror of your
contemplative countenance,
taunting, you know
i cannot take
my eyes
off of you,
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sway
ing
abreast of the bitter
w
i
n
d
you goddamned flower
with piercing petals
of
purple
desire,
wanting
so
much
more
than your heady kiss
but you keep
sway
ing
back and forth
forth and
back
again
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Riding into Dystopia
Malvika Manoj
The road strengthened like a wolf’s howl.
Perhaps it was the way her skinny ankles
Peddled with such vigor to ward away the biting
Wind that snapped her necklace into two.
The fallen pendant
Became moonshine.
In years to come, the rust will tease
Streetwalkers who blankly stare at heirloom,
Unaware of forgotten ancestors moping
Behind ink-blot sky.
Night swallows her wheels, leaving her eyes
Draped with scintillating black.
The last crow leaves the electric pole, and static
Surrounds like steam.
Comforting to citizens who clutch
Onto remotes as prayer books. But stinging to
Her elvish ears attuned to grandmother’s
Hymns, which stroke supple bones.
Her pace slows to a half-state human
Submerged in electric darkness,
Until the ground twists
Into the tip of
A pencil.
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Blurred Love
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Nature’s Modus Operandi
Katie Hurwitz
Pink tinted and golden foam clouds the mist of morning dew
Trickling down the descending hill remains a single drop
The last evening’s shower remains one bead of rain
Reflecting the ascending sun’s wink in its bijou spherical body
Humming hills chant a harmony in absolving thirds
Pirouetting along the miry green grass joins another drop of rain
It takes two to dance with the song of early morning light
As the two residual tears of the storm from the shadowed night
Together adhere simply from nature’s modus operandi
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Smoke & Wistaria
F.D. Hudson
I was raised in smoke and wistaria;
the summers breed kindly from warm weather.
I clambered for misanthropy,
and flew south in winter.
I was born into a fog of hate:
contempt for the middle man
frittered details between the heart and I
(simplify, simplify)
so I lost myself in flowers
When nature dies a flashy death
in cool weather I left,
Now that we could not breed,
now that I could not bear to see—
I was simplified by the thunder of a car;
reduced to the sound of a clambering blunder,
induced into smoke and dripped from
the bud of a flower.
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Though when the thunder sputtered out,
I found that temperature reflects temperament,
and that though mothers still loved their daughters,
(and fathers their sons)
it did not feel like such a mistake
in southern counties.
(but it should have been! it should have been!)
I was raised in smoke and wistaria;
Born into a foggy hatred and flown from it,
(I tell it again so that you cannot
loose
the pathos)
only to fly back when misanthropy
faltered and tumbled down a hill,
and my blunder rang
true to you like thunder.
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Beautifully Imperfect
Nora Holmes
Seriously? I could not believe my sister was asking me for a favor. Amelia almost never
came out of her room anymore and when she did, it was like I did not exist. She was
like a terminating robot from one of my competitions: she wore heavy armor and when
she felt compelled, she attacked with fierce determination. So why was she in my room
now, asking me to come to her first ever Junior Varsity Volleyball game? My social
classes were going well, but I thought even someone who was not “on the spectrum”
might have some trouble figuring this one out. My social coach says that the best thing
to do when you don’t understand something is to ask, so that is precisely what I did.
“Amelia, why do you need me to come to your game?” I asked. It couldn’t have been
more straightforward or simple, and yet she smacked her gum and rolled her eyes at me.
She was standing against the far wall of my bedroom, not even bothering to look at me.
Instead, she had her eyes fixed on the TSA VEX poster above my bed.
“Jake, I just do. Why is this such a big deal?”
Why was this such a big deal? For the last six years of our lives, she had made a point
to ignore me. She had never come to my art shows or robot competitions: when our parents had forced her to come, she had spent the time scrolling aimlessly through SnapChat, sending withering glares at anyone who bothered to try and socialize with her. It
had never been like this when we were kids. When we were younger, we had spent
hours playing in our backyard. We were whatever we wanted to be. We were intrepid explorers and we were aspiring chemists curing the diseases of our stuffed animals. The
stories changed as we did, but one thing never changed. We always needed each other.
There was never a time that one of us could succeed in our adventures without the other.
That all changed when she entered the sixth grade.
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“Amelia. You have spent the last six years either ignoring me or pretending that I do not exist. In
fact, you seem embarrassed to be seen with me. Is it because of my Autism? Why do you suddenly
care about me now?” The smacking stopped. I looked up. There were tears in her eyes. This confused me. Why should she be crying? Still, the tears came and as they rolled down her cheeks, she
spoke.
“I know Jake, and I’m sorry. You’re probably really mad at me, I try to explain?”
I nodded slowly and she kept going. “Sixth grade was really hard for me Jake. Most of my friends
went to other schools or had moved by that point. Each day I climbed onto that bus and entered
those blue doors, I broke a little bit. The little comments people made, the same act of pretending
that their table was full; it all broke me. I promised myself that this was a part of me that I
wouldn’t let you see. I didn’t want you to see the broken parts of me; the imperfections, the tears,
the flaws. I kept thinking that it would get better. It took me a long time to realize that it would
never get better. The hardships are what make you. The scars are something you should wear
proudly. I learned to say ‘Dammit, I survived this and these scars are the proof.’ I figured all of this
out in 10th grade, but I wasn’t sure how to make it up to you. So I stayed quiet. I laid low. I don’t
know if you’ll ever fully forgive me, but I’m going to apologize anyway. So Jake, I’m sorry for all
the art shows, backyard games, funny stories, robot competitions, and experiences with you that
I’ve missed. And I hope you can forgive me.”
By now I was crying too. She had just said everything that I had always hoped she would say. I
could not speak so I just nodded my head. Yes, Amelia. I forgive you.
I went to her game that night and cheered as loudly as I could. Through the game, she fell hard, but
every time she got back up and played even harder. Her face when they won was a combination of
a huge smile but the awea and tears of a champion also stained her face. In that moment, she was
imperfect. In that moment, she was beautiful.
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The F-Word
Emma Anderson
Your girl?
YOUR girl?
She is not an object to possess
Or only a body to obsess over
Her physique is not all she is worth.
She is not a female dog,
But she has a right to be a sinner under her God.
Equality should never be posed as a questionInstead, feminism should be an early lesson;
Because it’s not
A dirty word,
A lost cause,
A curse.
It’s only equality.
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Land ho!
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Unfriendly Flames (Member of the Orbit)
Sean Knoelk
Fire undoes the warmth in me,
The blood inside of me gags
And I am taking a free fall through a black sky
That inhales my taste:
Death withholds my scent.
I’ve only the realization of gravity to cradle me now;
I must be going somewhere if I find myself falling toward it.
There used to be a soft juvenescence that was
So much mine that
I couldn’t share it between myself
And others if the most content of my efforts desired so,
But it dissipated as soon as friendly flames
Discovered an
Easier profession.
Before those days, dreaded,
I could sprint through greedy walls of desolation
And show them who the real stud was.
Then stranger objects violated my
Orderly orbit.
It took the time for my exhilaration to wear away
That it took me to notice
Myself spinning out of my primary solar system.
Now I clutch oxygen
Pretending it has a physically visible
Characteristic about it.
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I won’t close my eyelids
Or I can’t,
For the darkness has ‘whelmed me so
That vision has apparently remained a member of the orbit.
I fall with the tears of memory
As I remember a love
That uplifted me past my heart and mind.
The music of the cannabis plays overtime
Forever for me,
Yet still growing distant,
distant,
distant.
I am inevitably being
Choked by the loneliness
That feeds upon me because there
Is no one to torture with the mental lacerations
But I.
I who have lived in free fall
For ages extending time
While the factorial of my age exponentially
Grows like a tumor in my chest
Imploring permission to explode,
Or implode, at that.
Every one of my forgotten sins help push
Me down through the space so unlike to air.
These flames that used to refresh
Me with compassion
By lending that kind heat of theirs
Are now more prone to burning me.
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I always thought
That if nothing was there
To supply me with the natural requisite of love,
That my flames, ever my friends,
Would be glad to console me
‘Til that emotional thirst was tamed.
I never thought of
An unfriendly set of flames.
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Where Cypress Knees Meet
Anna Butcher
We woke up to bayou water in Mama’s garden. Her hydrangeas had turned a shade
of Lafourche green that seemed to bleed into every pore of the plant. I was kept awake
all night by the constant drumming of rain against our roof, of the screen door being
pulled in and out by the wind. I had been kept awake by these things before, I had seen
the hydrangeas soak up swamp water like sponges, I had seen the water overflow into
my life. I never had seen Mama cry though.
***
Marie’s canoe was docked at our backyard before noon. She was breathing hard by
the time she got to my room, the smell of church incense coming off her in waves.
“You wouldn’t believe what happened at the store,” she breathed out, “Daddy and
I were making groceries and them Baptist kids from up the street, you know, that live
by the highway? They stole it. They stole our Valerie. So Daddy and I rushed out the
store and we ran to St. Joseph and it was gone.”
“What was gone?”
“You stupid, Violet?”
“No.” I shook my head more than I should have.
“Valerie’s gone.”
“What do you mean?”
Marie sighed, “ Valerie’s arm bone, you know the relic in the box, is gone. Missing
completely.” Her hands hit the sides of her legs when she finished talking.
“What do you want to do about it?”
Marie shrugs. “ I don’t know, I guess we can pray and maybe God will give us a
plan,” I nod and bow my head as Marie begins, “Dear God, smite them Baptist boys for
taking Valerie, and guide us to—” The sound of Mama’s sputtering engine coming
home filled the near-holy silence.
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“And let Violet think of what to do, Amen.” Marie quickly did the sign of the cross before
rushing through the screen door.
“Will I see you at Mass next Sunday?” Marie asked, making waves with her canoe oar.
“ I don’t know, I’ll send you a light if I think of anything, bye!” Marie won’t see me at Mass
because I’m one of the Baptists.
“Violet, where are you?”
“I’m on the porch, Mama!” I sat on the swing and rocked back and forth as Mama’s clicking
heels came closer. She rolled her eyes as she stood in front of me.
“What is that damn Cajun girl doin’ over here? It’s like she wants me to break her canoe or
somethin.” Mama’s eyes got smaller as she watched Marie shrink across the bayou and finally disappear through hanging moss to the other side.
“You ready to garden now?” Mama kicked off her heels and started to roll her pantyhose off
her legs like she’s shedding a second skin. I got off of the swing and grabbed my gloves.
I sank my hand into the dirt and watched bubbles rise. Mama wiped her forehead beside me
as she kept weeding. The ground felt humid like it’d been leaching the air to the plants’ roots. Almost like it was warning them.
***
I always wondered what the other side of the bayou was like. It seemed so elusive; shrouded
by Spanish moss and cypress knees that melded into a fence, saying that I could not pass. Once,
when Mama had to stay at work really late, I got into Marie’s canoe with her and we paddled halfway through the bayou and if I looked the right way I could see a little past the shroud of moss. I
got too scared to go any further though so I had Marie turn us back round to my side. She kept on
calling me a “capo,” but I wasn’t a coward. I was just too afraid that her side looked just like mine.
***
Marie flashed her light twice before I got out of bed. I rushed to the window to see squirts of
light through oak leaves; I flashed back to her before running down to the dock. The ground felt
cold underneath my bare feet as I waited for her to row across. The sloshing of oars was seemingly
amplified by the quiet buzz of insects around us.
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“I’ve figured out what we gotta do,” Marie tied her canoe to the dock post, the foot of her pajamas wet with swamp water.“We gotta go and get the arm back. Them Baptist boys are heading
up to N’Orleans soon so I was thinking we could go after them.”
My brows furrowed. “We can’t drive.”
“Daddy lets me drive his car all the time. It’s fine, Violet.”
“You aren’t old enough to drive, Marie!” My arms crossed over my chest and I’m not sure if
it was because of the cool breeze. “Plus, Mama ain’t gonna let me go with you. She doesn’t even
like you over here. I can’t leave.” Marie rolled her eyes so hard that I could feel it.
“Stop it, you know you could go with me if you wanted to Violet. You’re just too much of a
capo. A stupid, stupid capo!” Marie rushed back towards her canoe and began to throw the rope
from around the dock. “Just cuz you ain’t gonna help me doesn’t mean I’m not gonna do it. Valerie
needs me!”
“Valerie’s a dead saint, Marie!” Marie looks surprised as she gets into her canoe.
“Valerie is what’s keeping us from flooding.”
“Well she didn’t do too good of a job there, now did she?” I stomped my foot into the ground,
a muddy squelch arising. Marie started to paddle across the bayou harder until all that was left was
a faint gush of oars in the water and the sound of mud rising between my toes. I wiped my feet
hard on the mat outside the porch door before rushing back up to bed. That night I couldn’t fall
asleep. I think it was the mud cracking with every twist and turn.
Mama and I sat across from each other at the breakfast table. She stared through the glass,
eyeing her garden as she stirred her coffee. It seemed like she only blinked when the spoon hit the
side of the mug. I ran my finger over the smooth edge of my spoon as I waited for Mama to speak.
She didn’t like to be talked at in the mornings.
“Did you hear all that noise last night?” Her words rose hot from the coffee on her breath. I
shook my head, “It sounded like you talkin.’” She shook her head and smiled, “I must be losing
my mind. All them damn oak leaves falling are causing me to go crazy.” We both let out a laugh,
one of polite courtesy.
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“It musta been some of them Cajuns down the bayou or something.” Mama sipped her coffee
like it was the only thing holding her tongue.
“With all the stupid stuff they’ve been doing it’s no surprise that they’re loud. I read in that
paper this morning that one of their kids got in a big car accident on highway one. It’s one thing to
let your kid drive home from the grocery store without their license it’s another to let them drive to
New Orleans.” Mama shook her head.
“Can I see it?” Mama pushed the paper into my lap as she got up. The spoon in my hand felt
like an iron on my skin.
***
Marie’s daddy’s truck wrapped around the tree like a ring. The paper said that she had collided around midnight right off exit 18. She was being treated at Charity Hospital in New Orleans.
I wish that the words weren’t seared into my mind, going out of control.
I didn’t know what to do or how to think. All that went through my mind was a scene of
Marie and me in her daddy’s truck. A rosary hanging from the rearview mirror, the only music being the sound of the car on the road. Then lights flashed towards us and Marie twisted the wheel
and ran off the road. We lurched forward like we were waiting for the tree to tell us a secret. It
never did though. It just hit us hard, flinging us back like ragdolls. Marie’s head hit the steering
wheel and I was fine. I was always fine. Why did I have to be the one that was fine?
Mama left for work a little bit after I finished the article. The clicking of her heels and the
sputter of her car amplified the silence around me. I tried to do homework, to read, but nothing
calmed me. I felt like bayou water before a thunderstorm. Uneasily still, churning beneath. I
pushed myself up from the kitchen table and breathed out with each step I took to the backyard.
Marie’s canoe floated in the middle of the bayou. I wondered if she was so mad last night that
she jumped out of her canoe right as she hit her dock, barely throwing the rope around the post before storming off to her daddy’s truck. The canoe moved towards me. I grabbed a branch that was
almost as long as I am and tried to latch it onto the inside of Marie’s canoe. It kept missing, rubbing tree skin on the outside of the bean-like boat. I kept getting closer and closer as my toes
curled around the last board of my dock. Finally, I was able to drag the boat towards me.
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The canoe was shakier than I expected it to be, small puddles hurdled over the sides with
every move of my leg. I let my fingers skim across the surface of the water as I floated next to my
dock.
“I’m not a capo,” I whispered as the oar glides through the water.
“I’m not a capo.”
“I’m not a capo.”
“I’m not a capo.”
The canoe lazily floated in the middle of the bayou, and my head sank to my knees. I
couldn’t. I couldn’t go to the other side because Mama will be disappointed. I couldn’t keep rowing because I’m not Catholic, and I couldn’t see why Marie had to do this. I couldn’t because I was
too scared. So I twisted until the canoe faced back towards Mama’s hydrangeas.
***
I met Marie when I was seven. She had just gotten her canoe and, with shaky strokes, was trying it out. I was in my backyard playing with dolls when the sloshing of her oars distracted me.
“Can you stop that?” I asked. I was much bolder then.
Marie huffed, “Well, sorry if I’m distracting you from your game but I’m trying to get to the
Piggly Wiggly.”
I set down my dolls. “Why don’t you just get your mama to bring you?”
Marie rowed closer, “I don’t have one, and my daddy isn’t going to be home for awhile, and I
really want some ice cream.” You could see her tongue through her missing teeth as she talked.
“Why don’t you have a mama?”
Marie shrugged, “Why don’t you play with friends? Sometimes you just don’t got any.”
“I have friends! They… they just aren’t here today.”
“Well,” Marie rested her elbows on the side of her canoe, “if you’re feeling lonely you should
row with me to the Piggly Wiggly. I could use help.”
“I can’t, Mama would get real mad if I left.”
Marie was quiet, thinking, “Do you have ice cream?”
“Yeah, why?” I tightened my grips on my dolls as Marie started to row closer.
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“You are a lot closer than the Piggly Wiggly,” she said as she tied her canoe to our post. “I’m
Marie by the way.”
“I’m Violet.”
***
We were flooded the night after Marie’s accident. Mama heard talk around town that it was
because St.Valerie was stolen, that she was our protection against floods, but she’s gone, and the
Devil is going to raise the water until we’re swimming in hell. Mama thought all this talk was stupid.
“I don’t know why we stay here, I really don’t,” Mama sighed as she kept swinging, her foot
dragged along the floor, “These damn Cajuns are always causing trouble and then complaining
when it comes back to them. You know,” she turned towards me, “they say that some Baptist boys
stole that relic of St.Whatever, but did they ever stop to think that the reason that stupid arm bone
isn’t there anymore is because they didn’t take care of it? I mean they were always messing
around, hooting and hollering, maybe one of them was dancing or praying or whatever and they
knocked the lid off that saint body and they turned that bone into stone? It could happen!” Mama
shook her head some more, “They blame us for that Cajun girl that lives across the bayou, what’s
her name?... Mary… Maria, something like that. They blame us for her getting into that car accident. Like we let a fourteen-year-old get into her daddy’s truck and drive it to N’Orleans.” Mama
stopped and sighed. She always sighed a lot when she was talking about our neighbors. Suddenly
she got up.
“That oak tree is shedding leaves again,” she huffed. “I’m gonna go and trim it, you gonna
help?” I shook my head.
***
Once, a little after Marie and I had become friends, she was rowing by and Mama’s tongue
started to click as she shook her head.
“Now why would anyone on God’s good green earth think that a little girl should be out on a
canoe by herself?” Mama started to rock back and forth in the porch swing harder.
“I mean that’s just stupid right there. You can tell that is some damn Cajun’s kid.
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Probably one of them that works in the oil fields and leaves her to be raised by whoever.
That’s the kinda thing that causes kids to go missing. They get to do things that they aren’t ready
for and next thing you know her canoe gets tipped over and we find out that she was eaten by an
alligator or something. Goodness gracious, that just makes me mad. Violet, promise me you won’t
do something stupid like that. Actually, promise me you won’t be friends with people who do stupid stuff like that.”
***
The Church was hot and stuffy that Wednesday evening. For the first time in what seemed
like forever almost every pew was full. I didn’t even know there were this many baptists in the entire state of Louisiana; they seemed to all pool together like a puddle of stagnant water.
“Before we start our service tonight, let us bow our heads for Marie, who is in the hospital
but is returning sometime next week. Let’s pray for healing and safe passage.” People gave each
other sideways glances at the mention of her. For this prayer, I squinted my eyes close extra hard.
In the middle of Pastor’s sermon, the sound of nails tapping came from the roof. Then running, and then the sound of thunder. The power went out and we were told to leave. The rain was
whipping down fast, covering the streets in a thick gray veil. I couldn’t see mama’s car that was
parked in the front row. I kept thinking about what Marie told me before she left, that Valerie was
the thing keeping us from flooding. I just hoped that she’s wrong.
We got home and found ankle deep water on the porch. Mama rushed over and picked up her
gardening supplies.
“Help me, we can’t let this stuff rust.” She hurried barefoot into the house, dumping her pruning shears on the kitchen counter.
“Violet!” she called out.
“Yes, ma’am?”
“I left some of my stuff outside under the tree, can you run and get it before the rain gets
worse?”
“Yes, ma’am.” I shoved my shoes off and waded through the swampy water. Our porch light
was on but the rain just absorbed it all. I squatted and kept my hands close to the ground as I
walked, blindly searching for Mama’s stuff.
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I moved down when I felt it. A ray of hotness flooded through the arch of my foot and I felt
the bruise-colored water mingle with my blood.
“Mama!” I called out, clutching the cut with my fingers. No response.
“Mama!” I heard the hum of a motor; a light flooding my vision.
“You needing some help, little lady?” A man stood in his boat and looked down at me. I think
he was rubbing against Mama’s flower bed.
“I cut my foot real bad, and I think if I walk it’ll get worse.” My fingers tightened on the
throbbing cut.
“Well,” he scratched his chin, “that does sound like an issue, now doesn’t it?” He started to
get out of his boat. “Come with me, I have something to wrap it up with.” He motioned for me to
come into the boat. I limped to the ledge, and he hoisted me up.
“You’re mighty lucky that I was heading back from the store. Otherwise, you’da been stuck
in St.Valerie’s wrath. I mean she’s angry about them boys taking her, I guess she’s showing us
what we’re missing, huh?” He started wrapping gauze around the arch of my foot. I nodded.
“Where do you live?” I asked.
“Just down by the cypresses.”
“Oh, I bet that’s amazing,” I whispered.
“Well, that should do it!” He clapped my knee and helped me off the boat.
***
I tried canoeing out to the other side of the bayou a couple more times but couldn’t get any
farther. Every time, I would get this feeling in my chest or think I heard Mama’s car coming back
home and I would hurry back to the dock trying to get my heart to beat back normal again.
“Dear St.Valerie, I’m not sure what I’m supposed to be doing. I’ve never prayed to a saint before. But I pray that you help Marie get better because she got hurt trying to help you. Please have
her come back soon. Let Marie forgive me, I feel so bad that I wasn’t with her. Please just give me
a sign that she’s alright and that everyone will be okay. Amen.” I tried to do the cross that Marie
would always do, but it felt awkward like it knew I was a fake.
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Loneliest
Nathan Shipley
He decided that a can of tomato soup would please him that evening. A couple
stepped into the store and the silk bedroom he often imagined came to mind. They wandered about, then exited soon after, and his mind returned to wonder what else he
needed.
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Shades of Maple
Uma Prasad
At first glance, it seems nothing more than a dark shadow in a frosted backdrop.
Roots twining into the earth, an intricate mesh of veins sucking the life from the ground
and pushing it throughout itself. Shrouded in a constant mist, desolate and barren. It
seems impossible to believe that this stark tree once held such beauty.
Many seasons previous, the very same tree stood just as tall, exuding steadiness.
Its leaves were full of deep, vibrant green. Children flocked towards it to escape the
harsh heat of the sun. Its trunk held a dark brown warmth, looking timeless in its class
and elegance. The beauty it expressed was one of confidence. Unafraid to stand tall,
steady, and to face any challenge, it graciously offered shelter from the unrelenting beating of the sun to any who required it. Despite the tree’s efforts, the sun remained high in
the sky for hours upon hours, a scorching beacon of life, unwavering and just. The
branches reached far and wide, leaves making it appear unnaturally large. Soon, this
state would give way to another.
Once the sun began to fade and the heat waned, a new source of fire was taken up
by the very same tree. The once rich green became engulfed by the fire of the sunset,
and its memory was burned into the leaves. The tree looked to be aflame, in a glowing
spectrum of gold and amber and scarlet. The spectacle was so bright it almost hurt ones
eyes, yet it still attracted a diverse audience of onlookers. Some shied away from it, but
it was noticed by all. The warm hues, while sometimes garish, were comforting. Some
found it to be filled with rosy tones, warm but equally stunning. The beauty of the tree,
at this time, was captivating, but, like the flames it imbibed, fleeting.
Soon the fire faded, leaving behind the dull ash. The sky mellowed into continuous
overcast, spewing cold, lifeless dust that covers the ground. The tree darkens to black,
strikingly clear against a white backdrop. Though the dead branches hang limp in the
air, struggling to stay upright in lieu of a constant barrage of weightless pressure, the
tree still stands firm.
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No amount of force is able to move the strength underlying this powerful being. Its bold, unyielding presence is a solid reminder of perseverance and subtle beauty. This gives way for the next
phase: rebirth.
At long last, the sky will finally clear and give way for the tree to undertake another transformation. Fresh buds of pale green will emerge, gradually flowering into new leaves which will soak
in the soft light of a rising sun. The tree will again assume its original form. It will have a new allure: one of beauty and innocence that comes only from an unmarked essence. The tree charms its
audience in its simple elegance. It will bask in the warmth of a new day, and the eternal cycle will
begin anew.
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How Words Lose Taste
Malvika Manoj
I love you.
A phrase that lingers in her mouth,
Tarty. In line with the trends
Of bite-sized warmth
Trailing across digital qubits.
When her father flickered the street lamps
And whipped a thunderstorm,
The phrase lost its ethereal quality.
Promises stuck on gritted teeth.
Nectarines, suckled of joy.
I love you.
Humming collarbone become
Eyes, molten of stinging acid.
Sulphuric touch makes
Ribs cry of violated translucence.
Words gave way to light
Flickering on a sailing boat
Gave way to momentary ardor,
Rising away like hissing vapor,
Gave way to pale flesh.
But rarely,
Does it trace back to a full circle.
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River of Feelings
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Summer Rain
F.D. Hudson
I am drawn
(before the birth
of dawn)
to the static of
raindrops
I have heard this
once before;
the patter
of water
from the
dark sky
Though before it was
in rapture.
In the past,
I was unsympathetic
to Sisyphus’s cause
(before Camus annexed him
and forced him to smile)
and thought the rain
fell just for me
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But now that I know
that rain is simply
water removed
(and that Camus was right
to force Sisyphus’s smile)
I can do my part
in burying the
Crusaders
now that I understand
that their quest was a
fools errand; that the
desire to enlighten
should instead be
a desire for an embargo
because now I know
summer rain was once
winter snow
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Ode to an Eclipse
Arvind Sridhar
Today, in passing,
the moon decides to devour the sun.
Celestial divinity
shows its presence,
as the heavens presents itself
to the earth.
The sky begins to collapse.
Incandescent power pushes through the horizon,
before the orb returns itself
to the mouth of the pearl.
A fragrance floats in the breeze.
Unspeaking, airy, aromatic, immortal.
Science tries to explain your magic,
failing to capture the moment.
Flowers surrender their beauty to you.
Lakes surrender their glimmer to you.
Mountains bow to you,
as you fly above them.
A splash of ink ripples through,
turning the entire paper black.
One wishes to taste
the nectar of the sun.
Smooth, golden, stimulating,
mixed together
in a harmony of consistency.
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Wispy fog forms
while the sun is absorbed by the moon.
Two objects, antithetical in nature,
coincide in a show of grandeur.
Goosebumps disease
the millions of souls staring,
attempting to witness totality.
All watching it, all watching you.
People of different religions,
of different races, of different cultures,
watch you as a whole,
as spectators of something larger.
You are the great divider,
the great uniter.
All watch as sunset and sunrise happen
within minutes of each other.
The common sight of a crescent moon
turns into the rare sight of a crescent sun.
A diamond ring glows in the sky
with the corona finally revealing itself.
Unextractable, angel in disguise.
Some watch under senseless lightning,
while others must protect themselves
from the blinding radiance.
We coexist,
under the darkening.
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There are those
who are blind and frightened,
and there are those
who are in awe and enlightened.
Many people, antithetical in nature,
coincide in an audience of grandeur.
We are blinded,
yet we see.
We are trapped,
yet feel infinite.
Because of you, we are able to understand
that we don’t understand.
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Carlos
Nathan Shipley
Carlos was the newest custodian to our school. Youngest then, too. Carlos has seen
two people die, Mr. Johnson said. Same day, too. You see, he lived in El Salvador.
That’s a scary place. You see people die there. He was visiting old friends over winter
break when he saw it happen. He saw two strangers die. El Salvador. He took that
home. . .
“Amigo!” an unknowing teacher would say across a classroom to Carlos when he
entered.
As he did his job, a mellow “Amigo” would emerge from his breath, and he would
pour a bins’ waste into a large, black plastic bag that he would sling over his shoulder.
Carlos never showed his eyes. Yet, all the other eyes of the classroom fell on him, all unknowing; glancing momentarily within the window of time that opportunes someone to
examine another, in hopes of fully understanding them. They could not. He kept his
head low and went on with his job. Carlos never showed his eyes.
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A Writer’s Self-Dialogue
Kaie Hurwitz
A sign of complexity
Is being asleep
While still awake
When thoughts leap away from the thinking mind
The core of one's brain explodes outward in a sudden awakening Though the same
musings are absorbed all from the outside era
The most palpable intimacy
Reflects upon the personal paper
Of the artist's pensive intellect
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